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ABSTRACT
Most public blockchain protocols, including the popular Bitcoin and Ethereum blockchains, do not formally specify the order in which miners should select transactions from the pool of pending (or uncommitted) transactions for inclusion in the blockchain. Over the years, informal conventions or “norms” for transaction ordering have, however, emerged via the use of shared software by miners, e.g., the GetBlockTemplate (GBT) mining protocol in Bitcoin Core. Today, a widely held view is that Bitcoin miners prioritize transactions based on their offered “transaction fee-per-byte.” Bitcoin users are, consequently, encouraged to increase the fees to accelerate the commitment of their transactions, particularly during periods of congestion. In this paper, we audit the Bitcoin blockchain and present statistically significant evidence of mining pools deviating from the norms to accelerate the commitment of transactions for which they have (i) a selfish or vested interest, or (ii) received dark-fee payments via opaque (non-public) side-channels. As blockchains are increasingly being used as a record-keeping substrate for a variety of decentralized (financial technology) systems, our findings call for an urgent discussion on defining neutrality norms that miners must adhere to when ordering transactions in the chains. Finally, we make our data sets and scripts publicly available.

CCS CONCEPTS
- Security and privacy → Social aspects of security and privacy; Economics of security and privacy.
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1 INTRODUCTION
At its core, a blockchain is an append-only list of cryptographically linked records of transactions called “blocks.” In public blockchains such as Bitcoin [49] and Ethereum [73], any user can broadcast a transaction to be included in the blockchain. Participants, called miners, include (or confirm) the issued transactions in a new block and extend the blockchain by solving a cryptographic puzzle. Many blockchains are maintained in a decentralized manner by a peer-to-peer (P2P) network of nodes that follow a well-defined protocol (i.e., ground rules) for validating new blocks. For example, the protocol for maintaining the Bitcoin ledger, laid down by Nakamoto in 2008, is based on a proof-of-work (PoW) scheme [49]. Noticeably absent from Bitcoin and other decentralised blockchain protocols is the requirement of any a-priori trust between the users issuing transactions, the miners confirming transactions, and the P2P nodes maintaining the blockchain.

Decentralized blockchains, without any notion of trusted entities, have not only been used to implement cryptocurrencies, but are increasingly being adopted as a substrate for a variety of decentralized financial applications (smart contracts) such as exchanges [20, 69], lending [56, 59], and auctions [24]. Despite their widespread use in ordering critical applications [20, 36, 46, 57, 69], blockchain protocols formally specify neither the manner by which miners should select transactions for inclusion in a new block from the set of all available transactions, nor the order in which they should be included in the block. While informal conventions or norms for prioritizing transactions exist, to our knowledge, no one has systematically verified if these norms are being followed by miners in practice. In this paper, we present an in-depth analysis of transaction prioritization by Bitcoin miners.

Bitcoin is the largest cryptocurrency in the world, with a market capitalization of over $742.6B as of May 2021 [18]. It has been observed that the increasing volume of Bitcoin transactions issued introduces congestion among transactions for confirmation [39]; Due to size limits on Bitcoin blocks, at any time, there may be more
transactions than can be immediately committed or confirmed\(^1\) in the next block. Unconfirmed transactions must, consequently, wait for their “turn” to be included in subsequent blocks, thereby introducing delays. So the order in which miners choose transactions for inclusion in a new block crucially determines how long individual transactions (e.g., currency transfers) are delayed. Worse, some transactions may be conflicting, meaning at most one of the transactions can be included in the blockchain; for such transactions, the order in which a miner chooses to include transactions will determine the ultimate state of the system.

The conventional wisdom today is that many miners follow the prioritization norms, implicitly, by using widely shared blockchain software like the Bitcoin Core [9, 16]. Then, in Bitcoin, the presumed “norm” is that miners prioritize a transaction for inclusion based on its offered fee-rate or fee-per-byte, which is the transaction’s fee divided by the transaction’s size in bytes. We show evidence of this presumed norm in Figure 1. The norm is also justified as “incentive compatible” because miners wanting to maximize their rewards, i.e., fees collected from all transactions packed into a size-limited block, would be incentivized to include preferentially transactions with higher fee-rates. Assuming that miners follow this norm, Bitcoin users are issued a crucial recommendation: To accelerate the confirmation of a transaction, particularly during periods of congestion, they should increase the transaction transaction fees. We show that miners are, however, free to deviate from this norm and such norm violations cause irreparable economic harm to users.

In this paper, we perform an extensive empirical audit of the miners’ behavior to check whether they conform to the norms.\(^2\) At a high-level, we find that transactions are indeed primarily prioritized according to the assumed norms. We also, nevertheless, offer evidence of a non-trivial fraction of priority-norm violations amongst confirmed transactions. An in-depth investigation of these norm violations uncovered many highly troubling mis-behaviors by miners. Specifically, we present two key findings.

- Multiple large mining pools tend to selfishly prioritize transactions in which they have a vested interest; e.g., transactions in which payments are made from or to wallets owned by the mining pool operators. Some even collude with other large mining pools to prioritize their transactions.

- Many large mining pools accept additional dark (opaque) fees to accelerate transactions via non-public side-channels (e.g., their websites). Such dark-fee transactions violate an important, but unstated assumption in blockchains that confirmation fees offered by transactions are transparent and equal to all miners.

While some of the above miner misbehaviors have been speculated in prior work [35, 38], to the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to offer a strong empirical evidence of such miner misbehaviors in practice. In the process, we have developed robust tests to detect miner misbehaviors in the Bitcoin blockchain. We view the design of these tests as an important contribution of independent interest to researchers auditing blockchains.

---

\(^1\)We use the terms ‘confirmation’ and ‘commit’ interchangeably to refer to the inclusion of a transaction in a block.

\(^2\)We use the terms “miners,” “mining pool operators (MPOs),” and “mining pools” interchangeably throughout this paper.

---

Our findings have important implications for both Bitcoin users and miners. Specifically, when setting fees for their transactions, Bitcoin users (i.e., through their wallet software) assume that the fees offered by all their competing transactions are fully transparent—our findings contradict this assumption. Similarly, when transactions offer different confirmation fees to different miners, it raises significant unfairness concerns. Finally, the collusion we uncovered between mining pools exacerbates the growing concerns about the concentration of hash rates amongst a small number of miners [4, 30]. We release the data sets and the scripts used in our analyses to facilitate others to reproduce our results [47].

## 2 BACKGROUND

A Bitcoin user or client issues transactions that move currency from one or more wallets (i.e., addresses) owned by the client to another. Miners, who are a subset of these users, validate the transactions and include them in a block. A block is a set of zero\(^3\) or more transactions in addition to the Coinbase transaction, which moves the rewards to the miner’s wallet. Until these transactions are included in a block, they remain unconfirmed. Miners create a block by including such unconfirmed transactions and solving a cryptographic puzzle that includes, among other things, a hash of the most recent block mined in the network. The chain of cryptographic hashes linking each block to an ancestor all the way to the initial (or genesis) block [13] constitutes the blockchain.

Miners are rewarded for their work in two ways. First, miners reap a block reward upon mining a block. Second, miners also collect fees, if any, from each transaction; fees are included by users to incentivize the miners to commit their transaction. We refer to the software implementation (along with the hardware) used by a miner as a node. A node allows a miner to receive broadcasts of transactions and blocks from their peers, validate the data, and mine a block. Nodes queue the unconfirmed transactions received via broadcasts in an in-memory buffer, called the Mempool, from

---

\(^3\)Miners can mine an “empty” block without including any transaction in it.
where they are dequeued for inclusion in a block. One can also configure the node to skip mining and simply use it as an observer.

### 2.1 Transaction prioritization norms

A crucial detail absent in the design of a proof-of-work blockchain per [49] is any notion of a formal specification of transaction prioritization. Said differently, Nakamoto’s design does not formally specify how miners should select a set of candidate transactions for confirmation from all available unconfirmed transactions. Notwithstanding this shortcoming, “norms” have originated from miners’ use of a shared software implementation: Miners predominantly use the Bitcoin Core [9] software for communicating with their peers (e.g., to advertise blocks and learn about new unconfirmed transactions) and reaching a consensus regarding the chain.

Of particular note in the popular Bitcoin core’s implementation is the GetBlockTemplate (GBT) mining protocol, implemented by the Bitcoin community around February 2012. GetBlockTemplate rank orders transactions based on the fee-per-byte (i.e., transaction fees normalized by the transaction’s size) metric [7].

The term size, here and in the rest of the paper, refers to virtual size, each unit of which corresponds to four weight units as defined in the Bitcoin improvement proposal BIP-141 [44]. The predominant use of GBT (through the use of Bitcoin core) by miners coupled with the fact that GBT is maintained by the Bitcoin community implicitly establishes two norms. A third norm stems from a configuration parameter of the Bitcoin core implementation. We now elucidate these three norms.

1. **When mining a new block, miners select transactions for inclusion, from the Mempool, based solely on their fee-rates.**

2. **When constructing a block, miners order (place) higher fee-rate transactions before lower fee-rate transactions.**

3. **Transactions with fee-rate below a minimum threshold are ignored and never committed to the blockchain.**

The GBT protocol implementation in Bitcoin core is the source of the first two norms. GBT’s rank ordering determines both which set of transactions are selected for inclusion (from the Mempool) and in what order they are placed within a block. GBT dictates that a transaction with a higher fee-per-byte will be selected before all other transactions with a lower fee-per-byte. It also stipulates that within a block a transaction with the highest fee-per-byte appears first, followed by next highest fee-per-byte, and so on.

The third norm stems from the fee-per-byte threshold configuration parameter. Bitcoin core, by design, will not accept any transaction with fee-rate below this threshold, essentially filtering out low-fee-rate transactions from even being accepted into the Mempool. The default (and recommended) value for this configurable threshold is set to 1 sat/byte.\(^5\)

### 2.2 Related Work

A few recent papers proposed solutions to enforce that transaction ordering follows a certain norm, mostly based on statistical tests of potential deviations [3, 42, 52]. These work were, however, mostly of theoretical nature in that they did not contain empirical evidence of deviation by miners, but rather assumed that miners might deviate. Prior efforts also proposed consensus algorithms to guarantee fair-transaction selection [5, 35, 38]. Kelkar et al. [35] proposed a consensus property called transaction order-fairness and a new class of consensus protocols called Aequitas to establish fair-transaction ordering in addition to also providing consistency and liveness. A number of prior work focused on enabling miners to select transactions. For instance, SmartPool [45] gave transaction selection back to the miners. Similarly, an improvement of Stratum, a well-used mining protocol, allows miners to select their desired transaction set through negotiation with a mining pool [11]. All these prior work are, again, mostly of theoretical nature. In contrast, our study provides empirical evidence of deviation from the norm by miners in the current Bitcoin system.

Fairness issues have been studied in blockchain from the point of view of miners. Pass et al. [54] proposed a fair blockchain where transaction fees and block rewards are distributed fairly among miners, decreasing the variance of mining rewards. Other studies focused on the security issues showing that miners should not mine more blocks than their “fair share” [25] and that mining rewards payout is centralized in mining pools and therefore unfairly distributed among miners [60]. Chen et al. [15] studied the allocation of block rewards on blockchains showing that Bitcoin’s allocation rule satisfies some properties. It does not, however, hold when miners are not risk-neutral, which is the case for Bitcoin. In contrast to these prior work, this paper touches upon fairness issues from the viewpoint of transaction issuers and not miners.

There is a vast literature on incentives in mining. Most of it, however, considers only block rewards [15, 25, 27, 31, 37, 51, 53, 60, 65, 74]. As the block reward halves every four years, some recent work focused on analyzing how the incentives will change when transaction fees dominate the rewards. Carlsen et al. [14] showed that having only transaction fees as incentives will create instability. Tsabary and Eyal [68] extended this result to more general cases including both block rewards and transaction fees. Easley et al. [22] proposed a general economic analysis of the system and its welfare with various types of rewards. Those prior work, however, assume that miners follow a certain norm for transaction selection and ordering (mostly the fee-rate norm) and look at miners’ incentives in terms of how much compute power to exert and when (or some equivalent metric). There are also prior studies on the security issues of having transaction fees as the prime miners’ incentive [14, 43]; and a vast literature on the security of blockchains more generally (e.g., [29, 34, 70]). Again, however, these studies focus on miners’ incentives to mine and not on transaction ordering; for the latter, they assume that miners follow a norm. These prior studies are, hence, somewhat orthogonal to our work.

Only a few recent work touched upon the issue of how miners select and order transactions, and how this is interlaced with how the fees are set. Lavi et al. [40] and Basu et al. [6] highlighted the inefficiencies in the existing transaction fee-setting mechanisms and proposed alternatives. They showed that miners might not be trustworthy, but without providing empirical evidence. Siddiqui et al. [64] showed through simulations that, with transaction fees only as incentives, miners would have to select transactions greedily, increasing the latency for most of the transactions. They proposed an

---

\(^5\) Even within mining pools, the widely used Stratum protocol internally uses the GetBlockTemplate mechanism [10].

\(^6\) One Bitcoin (BTC) is equal to 10^8 satoshi (sat).
alternative selection mechanism and performed numerical simulations on it. Our work takes a complementary approach: We analyze empirical evidence of miners deviations from the transaction ordering norm in the current ecosystem. We also empirically analyze existing collusion at the level of transaction inclusion.

To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first of its kind—showing empirical evidence of norm violations in Bitcoin—and our results help motivate the theoretical studies mentioned above.

3 DATA SETS

To understand the importance of transaction ordering to users and to investigate when and how miners violate the transaction prioritization “norms,” we resort to an empirical, data-driven approach. Below, we briefly describe three different data sets that we curated to investigate when and how miners violate the transaction prioritization norms when selecting transactions for confirmation or inclusion in a block ($\mathcal{A}$).

Data set $\mathcal{A}$. To check miners’ compliance to prioritization norms in Bitcoin, we analyzed all transactions and blocks issued in Bitcoin over a three-week time frame from February 20 through March 13, 2019 (see Table 1). We obtained the data by running a full node, a Bitcoin software that performs nearly all operations of a miner (e.g., receiving broadcasts of transactions and blocks, validating the data, and re-broadcasting them to peers) with the exception of mining. The data set contains a set of periodic snapshots, recorded once per 15 seconds for the entire three-week period, where each snapshot captures the state of the full node’s Mempool. We plot the distribution of the count of blocks and transactions mined by the top-20 MPOs for data set $\mathcal{A}$ in Figure 2a. If we rank the MPOs in data set $\mathcal{A}$ by the number of blocks (B) mined (or, essentially, the approximate hashing capacity $h$), the top five MPOs turn out to be BTC.com (B: 536; $h$: 17.18%), AntPool (B: 399; $h$: 12.79%), F2Pool (B: 352; $h$: 11.29%), Poolin (B: 344; $h$: 11.03%), and SlushPool (B: 279; $h$: 8.94%). We use this data for checking whether miners adhere to prioritization norms when selecting transactions for confirmation or inclusion in a block ($\mathcal{A}$).

Data set $\mathcal{B}$. Differences in configuration of the Bitcoin software may subtly affect the inferences drawn from $\mathcal{A}$. A full node connects to 8 peers, for instance, in the default configuration, and increasing this number may reduce the likelihood of missing a transaction due to a “slow” peer. The default configuration also imposes a minimum fee-rate threshold of 1 sat/byte for accepting a transaction. We instantiated, hence, another full node to expand the scope of our data collection. We configured this second node, for instance, to connect to as many as 125 peers. We also removed the fee-rate threshold to accept even zero-fee transactions. $\mathcal{B}$ contains Mempool snapshots of this full node, also recorded once per 15 s, for the entire month of June 2019 (refer Table 1). We notice that 99.7% of the transactions received by our Mempool were included by miners. Figure 2b shows the distribution of the count of blocks and transactions mined by the top-20 MPOs for data set $\mathcal{B}$. The top five MPOs are BTC.com (B: 889; $h$: 19.67%), AntPool (B: 577; $h$: 12.77%), F2Pool (B: 523; $h$: 11.57%), SlushPool (B: 438; $h$: 9.69%), and Poolin (B: 433; $h$: 9.58%). As in the case of $\mathcal{A}$, we use this data set in §4.
Data set C. The insights derived from the above data motivated us to shed light on the aberrant behavior of mining pool operators (MPOs). To this end, we gathered all (53,214) Bitcoin blocks mined and their 112,542,268 transactions from Jan. 1st to Dec. 31st 2020. These blocks also contain one Coinbase transaction per block, which the MPO creates to receive the block and the fee rewards. This data set, labeled C, contains 112,489,054 issued transactions (see Table 1). MPOs typically include a signature or marker in the Coinbase transaction, probably to claim their ownership of the block. Following prior work (e.g., [33, 60]), we use such markers for identifying the MPO (owner) of each block. We failed to identify the owners of 703 blocks (or approximately 1.32% of the total), albeit we inferred 30 MPOs in our data set. In this paper, we consider only the top-20 MPOs whose combined normalized hash-rates account for 98.08% of all blocks mined. Figure 2c shows the count of blocks mined by the top-20 MPOs according to C. The top five MPOs in terms of the number of blocks (B) mined are F2Pool (B: 9326; h: 17.53%), Poolin (B: 7876; h: 14.80%), BTC.com (B: 6381; h: 11.99%), AntPool (B: 5832; h: 10.96%), and Huobi (B: 3990; h: 7.5%). We use this data set in §4 and §5.

4 ANALYZING NORM ADHERENCE

In this section, we analyze whether Bitcoin miners adhere to prioritization norms, when selecting transactions for confirmation. To this end, we first investigate whether transaction ordering matters to Bitcoin users in practice, i.e., are there times when transactions suffer extreme delays and do users offer high transaction fees in such times to confirm their transactions faster? We then conduct a progressively deeper investigation of the norm violations, including potential underlying causes, which we investigate in greater detail in the subsequent sections.

4.1 Does transaction ordering matter?

A congestion in the Mempool leads to contention among transactions for inclusion in a block. Transactions that fail to contend with others (i.e., win a spot for inclusion) experience inevitable delays in commit times. Transaction ordering, hence, has crucial implications for users when the Mempool experiences congestion. For instance, the Bitcoin Core code and most of the wallet software rely on the distribution of transactions’ fee-rates included in previous blocks to suggest to users the fees that they should include in their transactions [9, 17, 40]. Such transaction-fee predictions from any predictor, which assume that miners follow the norm, will be misleading.6 Below, we examine whether Mempool in a real-world blockchain deployment experiences congestion and its impact on transaction-commit delays. We then analyze whether, and how, users adjust transaction fees to cope with congestion, and the effect of these fee adjustments on commit delays.

4.1.1 Congestion and delays. Bitcoin’s design—specifically, the adjustment of hashing difficulty to enforce a constant mining rate—ensures that there is a steady flow of currency generation in the network. The aggregate number of blocks mined in Bitcoin, consequently, increases linearly over time (Figure 3a). Transactions, however, are not subject to such constraints and have been issued at much higher rates, particularly, according to Figure 3a, since mid-2017: 60% of all transactions ever introduced were added in only in the last 3.5 years of the nearly decade-long life of the cryptocurrency. Should this growth in transaction issues continue to hold, transactions will increasingly have to contend with one another for inclusion within the limited space (of 1 MB) in a block. Below, we empirically show that this contention among transactions is already common in the Bitcoin network.

Using the data sets A and B (refer §3), we measured the number of unconfirmed transactions in the Mempool, at the granularity of 15 s. Per Figure 3b, congestion in Mempool is typical in Bitcoin: During the three-week period of A, the aggregate size of all unconfirmed transactions was above the maximum block size (of 1 MB) for nearly 75% of the time; per data set B the Mempool was congested for nearly 92% of the time period. Figure 3c provides a complementary view of the Mempool congestion in A, by plotting the Mempool size as a function of time. The measurements reveal a huge variance in Mempool congestion, with size of unconfirmed transactions at times exceeding 15-times the maximum size of a block. Transactions queued up during such periods of high congestion will have to contend with one another until the Mempool size drains below 1 MB. These observations also hold in data set B, the details of which are in §A.

---

6Coinbase, one of the top cryptocurrency exchanges, does not allow users to set transaction fees manually. Instead it charges a fee based on how much they expect to pay for the concerned transaction, which in turn relies on miners following the norm [17].
The Mempool congestion, which in turn leads to the contention among transactions for inclusion in a block, has one serious implication for users: delays in transaction-commit times. While 65% (60%) of all transactions in data set \(\mathcal{A}(B)\) get committed in the next block (i.e., in the block immediately following their arrival in the Mempool), Figure 4a shows that nearly 15% (20%) of them wait for at least 3 blocks (i.e., 30 minutes on average). Moreover, 5% (10%) of the transactions wait for 10 or more blocks, or 100 minutes on average, in data set \(\mathcal{A}(B)\). While no transaction waited for more than a day in data set \(\mathcal{A}\), a small percentage of transactions waited for up to five days (because of the high levels of congestion in June 2019) in data set \(\mathcal{B}\).

**Takeaways.** Mempool is typically congested in Bitcoin. Transactions, hence, typically contend with one another for inclusion in a block. The Mempool congestion has non-trivial implications for transaction-commit times.

### 4.1.2 Transaction fee-rates and delays.

To combat the delays and ensure that a transaction is committed “on time” (i.e., selected for inclusion in the earliest block), users may include a transaction fee for incentivizing the miner. While the block reward from May 11, 2020 is 6.25 BTC, the aggregate fees accrued per block is becoming considerable (i.e., 6.29% of the total miner revenue in 2020 per Table 5 in §B). Prior work also show that revenue from transaction fees is clearly increasing [21]. With the volume of transactions growing aggressively (Figure 3a) over time and the block rewards, in Bitcoin, halving every four years, it is inevitable that transaction fees will be an important, if not the only, criterion for including a transaction. Below, we analyze whether Bitcoin users incentivize miners via transaction fees and if such incentives are effective today.

Per Figure 4b the transaction fee-rate of committed transactions in both data sets \(\mathcal{A}\) and \(\mathcal{B}\) exhibits a wide range, from \(10^{-6}\) to beyond 1 BTC/KB. The fee-rate distributions of committed transactions also do not vary much between different mining pool operators (refer Figure 10 in §C). A few transactions (0.001% in \(\mathcal{A}\) and 0.07% in \(\mathcal{B}\)) were committed, despite offering fee-rates less than the recommended minimum of \(10^{-5}\) BTC/KB. A non-trivial percentage of transactions offered fee-rates that are two orders of magnitude higher than the recommended value; particularly, in data set \(\mathcal{B}\), perhaps due to the comparatively high levels of congestion (cf. Figure 3c and Figure 9). 34.7% of transactions offered fee-rates higher than \(10^{-3}\) BTC/KB. Approximately 70% (51.3%) of the transactions in data set \(\mathcal{A}(B)\) offer fee-rates between \(10^{-4}\) and \(10^{-3}\) BTC/KB, i.e., between one and two orders of magnitude more than the recommended minimum. Such high fee-rates clearly capture the users’ intents to incentivize the miners.

Our premise is that the (high) fee-rates correlate with the level of Mempool congestion. Said differently, we hypothesize that users increase the fee-rates to curb the delays induced by congestion. To test this hypothesis, we separate the Mempool snapshots (cf. §4.1.1) into 4 different bins. Each bin corresponds to a specific level of congestion identified by the Mempool size as follows: lower than 1 MB (no congestion), in (1, 2] MB (low congestion), in (2, 4] MB, and higher than 4 MB (high congestion). The fee-rates of transactions observed in the different bins or congestion levels, in Figure 4c, then validates our hypothesis: Fee-rates are strictly higher (in distribution, and hence also on average) for higher congestion levels.

Figure 5 shows that users’ strategy of increasing fee-rates to combat congestion seems to work well in practice. Here, we compare the CDF of commit delays of transactions with low (i.e., less than \(10^{-4}\) BTC/KB), high (i.e., between \(10^{-4}\) and \(10^{-3}\) BTC/KB), and exorbitant (i.e., more than \(10^{-3}\) ) fee-rates, in data set \(\mathcal{A}\). Similar analysis with data set \(\mathcal{B}\) is provided in §D. We observe that an increase in the transaction fee-rates is consistently rewarded (by miners) with a decrease in the commit delays. This observation suggests that, at least to some extent, miners prioritize transactions for inclusion based fee-rates or the fee-per-byte metric.
4.2 Do miners follow the norms?

Whether miners follow the transaction prioritization norms (as widely assumed) has implications for both Bitcoin and its users: The software used by users, for instance, assumes an adherence to these norms when suggesting a transaction fee to the user [9, 17, 40]. Deviations from these norms, hence, have far reaching implications for both the blockchain and crucially for Bitcoin users.

Figure 6 shows a cumulative distribution of the fraction of all transaction pairs (line labeled “*”) violating the norm over all sampled snapshots. Across all snapshots, a small but non-trivial fraction of all transaction pairs violate the norm. One potential explanation for violations might be that the transactions are received by the mining pools in different order than the one in which our Mempool receives. To account for such differences, we tighten the time constraint as $t_i + \epsilon < t_j$ and use an $\epsilon$ of either 10 seconds or 10 minutes. Even with the tightened time constraints, Figure 6a shows that a non-trivial fraction of all transaction pairs violate the norm.

Another potential source of violations are Bitcoin’s dependent (or, parent and child) transactions, where the child pays a high fee to incentivize miners to also confirm the parent from which it draws its inputs. This mechanism enables users to “accelerate” a transaction that has been “stuck” because of low fee [19]. As the existence of such child-pays-for-parent (CPFP) transactions (formally defined in §E) would introduce false positives in our analysis we decided to discard them. Figure 6b shows that the violations exist even after discarding all such dependent transaction pairs.

4.2.1 Fee-rate based selection when mining new blocks. Our finding above that transactions offering higher fee-rates experience lower confirmation delays suggests that miners tend to account for transaction fee-rates when choosing transactions for new blocks. We now want to check, however, if transaction fee-rate is the primary or the sole determining factor in transaction selection. To this end, we check our data sets for transaction pairs, where one transaction was issued earlier and has a higher fee-rate than the other, but was committed later than the other. The existence of such transaction pairs would unequivocally show that fee-rate alone does not explain the order in which they are selected.

We sampled 30 Mempool snapshots, uniformly at random, from the set of all available snapshots in data set $\mathcal{A}$. Suppose that, in each snapshot, we denote, for any transaction $i$, the time at which it was received in the Mempool by $t_i$, its fee-rate by $f_i$, and the block in which it was committed by $b_i$. We then selected, from each snapshot, all pairs of transactions $(i, j)$ such that $t_i < t_j$ and $f_i > f_j$, but $b_i < b_j$. Such pairs clearly constitute a violation of the fee-rate-based transaction-selection norm.

Figure 6a shows a cumulative distribution of the fraction of all transaction pairs (line labeled “*”) violating the norm over all sampled snapshots. Across all snapshots, a small but non-trivial fraction of all transaction pairs violate the norm. One potential explanation for violations might be that the transactions are received by the mining pools in different order than the one in which our Mempool receives. To account for such differences, we tighten the time constraint as $t_i + \epsilon < t_j$ and use an $\epsilon$ of either 10 seconds or 10 minutes. Even with the tightened time constraints, Figure 6a shows that a non-trivial fraction of all transaction pairs violate the norm.

Another potential source of violations are Bitcoin’s dependent (or, parent and child) transactions, where the child pays a high fee to incentivize miners to also confirm the parent from which it draws its inputs. This mechanism enables users to “accelerate” a transaction that has been “stuck” because of low fee [19]. As the existence of such child-pays-for-parent (CPFP) transactions (formally defined in §E) would introduce false positives in our analysis we decided to discard them. Figure 6b shows that the violations exist even after discarding all such dependent transaction pairs.

4.2.2 Fee-rate based ordering within blocks. We now turn our attention to transaction ordering within individual (mined) blocks in Bitcoin. If a miner followed GBT, transactions would be ordered based on their fee-rate. In this case, given the set of non-CPFP transactions $T = \{T_1, T_2, ..., T_n\}$ included in a block $B$, we should be able to predict their position in the block by simply ordering the transactions based on their fee-rate (as specified in the GBT implementation in Bitcoin Core). To quantify the deviation from the norm, we compute a measure that we call position prediction error (PPE): PPE of a block $B$ is the average absolute difference between the predicted and the observed (actual) positions for all transactions in block $B$, normalized by the size of the block ($n$) and expressed as a percentage. More precisely,

$$PPE(B) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (|T_i^p - T_i^o|)}{n} \cdot 100$$

where $T_i^p$ and $T_i^o$ are the predicted and observed positions of a transaction, respectively.

Figure 7a shows the cumulative distribution of PPE values for each block in our data set $C$, containing 53,214 blocks. 80% of the blocks have PPE values less than 4.03%. The mean PPE across all blocks is 2.65%, with a standard deviation of 2.89. Per this plot the position of a transaction within a block can be predicted with very high accuracy (within a few percentile position error), suggesting that transactions are by and large ordered within a block based on their fee-rate. Figure 7b shows PPE values separately for each of the 6 largest mining pools in data set $C$. The plots show that all mining pools by and large follow the norm, though some like
Our findings suggest that while the norm of ignoring transactions offering less than the recommended fee-rate is being by and large followed by all miners, a few occasionally deviate from the norm.

## 5 INVESTIGATING NORM VIOLATIONS

Our analysis so far showed that while Bitcoin miners by and large follow transaction-prioritization norms, there are many clear instances of norm violations. Our next goal is to develop a deeper understanding of the underlying reasons or motivations for miners to deviate from the fee-rate based norms, at least for some subset of all transactions. To this end, we focus our investigation on the following three types of transactions, where we hypothesize miners might have an incentive to deviate from the current norms, which are well-aligned towards maximizing their rewards for mining.

1. **Self-interest Transactions**: Miners have a vested interest in a transaction, where the miners themselves are a party to the transaction, i.e., a sender or a receiver of bitcoins. Miners may have an incentive to selfishly accelerate the commitment of such transactions in the blocks mined by themselves.

2. **Scam-payment Transactions**: Bitcoins are increasingly being used to launch a variety of ransomware and scam attacks [41, 62, 63]. A recent scam attack involved using hijacked Twitter accounts of celebrities to encourage their followers to send bitcoins to a specific Bitcoin wallet address [62]. Given the timely and widespread coverage of this attack in popular press and other similar attacks on crowd-sourced websites for reporting scam transactions [8, 72], and with governments trying to blacklist wallet addresses of entities suspected of illegal activities [1, 50], we hypothesize that some miners might decelerate or even absolutely exclude the commitment of scam-payment transactions out of fear or ethical concerns.

3. **Dark-fee Transactions**: Recently, some mining pool operators have started offering transaction acceleration services [2, 12, 26, 58, 71], where anyone wanting to prioritize their transactions can pay an additional fee to a specific mining pool via a side-channel (often, the MPO’s website or via a private-channel [67]). Such transaction fees are “dark” or opaque to other mining pools and the public, and we hypothesize that some of the committed low-fee transactions might have been accelerated by using such services.

To detect whether a mining pool has accelerated or decelerated the above types of transactions, we first design a robust statistical test. Later, we report our findings from applying the test on the three types of transactions.

### 5.1 Statistical test for differential prioritization

Our goal here is to propose a robust statistical test for detecting whether a given mining pool $m$ is prioritizing a given set of committed transactions $c$ differently than all other miners. The basic idea behind the statistical test is as follows. Suppose a mining pool is accelerating (decelerating) transactions in set $c$. In that case, these transactions will have a disproportionately high (low) chance of being included in blocks mined by this mining pool compared to the mining pool’s hashing power (or rate).
5.1.1 Test for differential transaction acceleration. Consider a miner $m$ with normalized hash rate $h = \theta_0$ (estimated as fraction of blocks mined by $m$). Assume that we are given a set of transactions, denoted as $c$-transactions (for committed transactions), for which we wish to test whether miner $m$ is treating them preferentially.

To test whether $m$ is prioritizing $c$-transactions, we look at all blocks that include at least one $c$-transaction, call them $c$-blocks. Suppose that there are $y$ such blocks. If $m$ is not prioritizing $c$-transactions, then a fraction $\theta_0$ of all $c$-blocks should be $m$-blocks (i.e., mined by $m$); if $m$ is prioritizing $c$-transactions (compared to other miners) then the fraction will be higher. We want to test whether the true fraction $\theta$ is indeed $\theta_0$ or is higher. We formalize this as follows: We assume that each $c$-block has a probability $\theta$ to be an $m$-block and do the following test.

\[
H_0 : \theta = \theta_0 \\
H_1 : \theta > \theta_0.
\]

Assuming that the observed number of $c$-blocks that are mined by $m$ is $x$, the $p$-value of the test is

\[
p = Pr(B \leq x),
\]

where $B$ is a binomial distribution of parameter $\theta_0$ and $y$, that is

\[
p = \sum_{k=0}^{x} \binom{y}{k} \theta_0^k (1-\theta_0)^{y-k}.
\]

We may fix the size of the test (i.e., the maximal probability of type I error that corresponds to rejecting $H_0$ when $H_0$ is true) to $\alpha = 0.01$. Then $H_0$ should be rejected whenever $p < \alpha$. The smaller $p$, the higher the confidence in rejecting $H_0$, that is declaring that $m$ prioritizes $c$-transactions.

The above test is relative in the sense that we can only detect if a miner treats $c$-transactions more preferentially than the rest of the miners. This test cannot conclude on whether it is the miner accelerating the $c$-transactions (relative to their deserved, i.e., fee-rate based, priority) or the rest of the miners are decelerating them. So, we look at additional empirical evidence from the position of the $c$-transactions within the $c$-blocks that include them. Specifically, given the set of $c$-transactions $\{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n\}$ committed by a miner $m$, we compute a measure that we call \textit{signed position prediction error (SPPE)} as the average signed difference between the predicted and observed positions (measured as percentile rank) for all $c$-transactions within the blocks committed by $m$. More precisely,

\[
\text{SPPE}(m) = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (c_i^P - c_i^O)}{n},
\]

where $c_i^P$ and $c_i^O$ are the predicted and the observed (percentile rank) positions, respectively, of transaction $c_i$ within the blocks committed by $m$.

5.1.2 Test for differential transaction deceleration. While the previous test checks for prioritization (or acceleration), one may also want to test for deceleration. To that end, a symmetric test can be used. Specifically, with the previous notation, the test would be

\[
H_0 : \theta = \theta_0 \\
H_1 : \theta < \theta_0;
\]

and its $p$-value would be

\[
p = Pr(B \geq x),
\]

where $B$ is a binomial distribution of parameter $\theta_0$ and $y$, that is

\[
p = \sum_{k=0}^{y} \binom{y}{k} \theta_0^k (1-\theta_0)^{y-k}.
\]

5.1.3 Scaling the tests. While we did not face them in the present work, our test may have two limitations when scaling to large time windows and/or large numbers of transactions.

Figure 8: (a) Distribution of the number of wallet addresses used by each of the top-20 MPOs to receive its block rewards; SlushPool and Poolin, for instance, used 56 and 23 distinct wallet addresses, respectively. (b) The counts of inferred MPO transactions; in total, 12,121 transactions were inferred as MPO’s transactions, which corresponds to 0.011% of the total issued transactions recorded in the Bitcoin blockchain. Poolin has the majority with 2232 (18.41%), followed by Okex with 2089 (17.24%) and Huobi with 1666 (13.74%) transactions. BitDeer and Buffett have the same wallet address as BTC.com and Lubian.com, respectively. We count the addresses of the former as belonging to the latter.
To identify transactions where a mining pool is a sender or receiver of coins, we first need to identify Bitcoin wallets (addresses) that belong to mining pools. In Bitcoin, whenever a mining pool discovers a new block, it specifies a wallet address to receive the mining rewards. This mining pool address is included in the Coinbase transaction (refer §2) that appears at the start of every block. In our data set $C$, we gathered all the wallet addresses used by the top-20 mining pools to receive their rewards. For each mining pool, we then retrieved all committed transactions, in which coins were sent from the mining pool’s wallet. Figure 8 shows the statistics for the mining pool wallets and the transactions spending (sending) coins from (to) the wallets, for each of the top-20 mining pools in data set $C$. We found hundreds or thousands of self-interest transactions for most of the mining pools.

### 5.2 Self-interest transactions

#### 5.2.1 Acceleration of self-interest transactions.

For self-interest transactions belonging to each of the top-20 mining pools, we separately applied our statistical test to check whether any of the top-10 mining pools (that mined at least 4% of all mined blocks in data set $C$) are preferentially accelerating or decelerating the transactions. In Table 2, we report the statistics from our test for mining pools that were found to preferentially treat transactions belonging to their own or other mining pools. Strikingly, Table 2 shows that 4 out of the top-10 mining pools namely, F2Pool, ViaBTC, 1THash & 58Coin, and SlushPool selfishly accelerated their own transactions, i.e., coin transfers from or to their own accounts (p-value for acceleration test is less than 0.001). Equally, if not more interestingly, Table 2 shows collusive behavior among mining pools. Specifically, it shows that transactions issued by 1THash & 58Coin and SlushPool were collaboratively accelerated by ViaBTC (p-value for acceleration test is less than 0.001). That these mining pools were accelerating the transactions is further confirmed by the SPPE measure, which clearly shows that in each of the above cases, the self-interest transactions were also being included within the blocks ahead of other fee-rate transactions.

#### 5.3 Scam-payment transactions

Next, we investigate whether any mining pool attempted to decelerate or exclude scam-payment transactions.

On July 15, 2020, multiple celebrities’ accounts on Twitter fell prey to a scam attack. The scammers posted the message that anyone who transferred bitcoins to a specific wallet will receive twice the amount in return [62]. In response, several people sent, in total, 12,870,51731 bitcoins—then worth nearly 142,000 (USD)—to the attacker’s wallet via 386 transactions, which were confirmed across 53 blocks by 12 miners.

To examine the miners’ behavior during this scam attack, we selected all blocks mined from July 14 to August 9, 2020 (i.e., 3697 blocks in total, containing 8,318,621 issued transactions as described in §F) from our data set $C$. Once again, we applied our statistical

---

**Table 2: Differential prioritization of self-interest transactions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transactions of ...</th>
<th>mining pool $(m)$</th>
<th>norm. hash rate $(\theta_0)$</th>
<th>$x$</th>
<th>$y$</th>
<th>$p$-value $(\text{accel.})$</th>
<th>$(\text{decel.})$</th>
<th>% SPPE $(m)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>F2Pool</td>
<td>F2Pool</td>
<td>0.1753</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>839</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>78.5494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ViaBTC</td>
<td>ViaBTC</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>98.9175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1THash &amp; 58Coin</td>
<td>ViaBTC, 1THash</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>81.4516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&amp; 58Coin</td>
<td></td>
<td>39</td>
<td>201</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>96.9143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SlushPool</td>
<td>SlushPool</td>
<td>0.0375</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>1343</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>88.3082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ViaBTC</td>
<td>0.0676</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>1343</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>45.1523</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
We refer to transactions that offer additional fees to specific mining (other than AntPool) preferentially ordering the scam-payment services work and later propose a simple test for detecting accelerated transaction in the Mempool snapshot. Put differently, had users fee-rate would be higher than the fee-rate offered by any other added to the publicly offered transaction fee, the resulting total BTC.com to accelerate each transaction is so high that if it was in data set $C$ and Poolin [58]. Specifically, we queried BTC.com for the prices of pools namely, BTC.com [12], AntPool [2], ViaBTC [71], F2Pool [26], 5.4.1 Investigating transaction acceleration services. We examined transactions in the Bitcoin blockchain.

5.4 Dark-fee transactions

We refer to transactions that offer additional fees to specific mining pools through an opaque and non-public side-channel payment as dark-fee transactions. Many large mining pool operators allow such side-channel payments on their websites for users wanting to “accelerate” the confirmation of their transactions, especially during periods of congestion. Such private side-channel payments that hide the fees a user pays to miners from others have other benefits for the users [2, 12, 26, 58, 66]. One well-known advantage is, for instance, avoiding the fee-rate competition in transaction inclusion, particularly during periods of high Mempool congestion; private side-channel payments would reduce a user’s transaction cost volatility and curb front-running risks [20, 23, 67]. We use the data set $C$ to first investigate how such transaction acceleration services work and later propose a simple test for detecting accelerated transactions in the Bitcoin blockchain.

5.4.1 Investigating transaction acceleration services. We examined transaction acceleration services offered by 5 large Bitcoin mining pools namely, BTC.com [12], AntPool [2], ViaBTC [71], F2Pool [26], and Poolin [58]. Specifically, we queried BTC.com for the prices of accelerating all transactions in a real-time snapshot of the Mempool in data set $C$ (see §G). We found that the dark fee requested by BTC.com to accelerate each transaction is so high that if it was added to the publicly offered transaction fee, the resulting total fee-rate would be higher than the fee-rate offered by any other transaction in the Mempool snapshot. Put differently, had users included the requested acceleration fees in the publicly offered fee when issuing the transaction, every miner would have included the transaction with the highest priority.

The above observation raises the following question: why would rational users offer a dark fee to incentivize a subset of miners to prioritize their transaction rather than publicly announce the fee to incentivize all miners to prioritize their transaction? One potential explanation could be that as payment senders determine the publicly offered transaction fees, payment receivers might wish to accelerate the transaction confirmation by offering an acceleration fee. Another explanation could be that the user issuing the transaction might want to avoid revealing the true fees they are willing to offer publicly, to avoid a fee-rate battle with transactions competing for inclusion in the chain during congestion. Opaque transaction fees can reduce transaction cost volatility, but they may also unfairly bias the level playing field amongst user transactions attempting to front-run one another [20, 67].

On the other hand, every rational mining pool has clear incentives to offer such acceleration services. They receive a very high fee by mining the accelerated transaction. Better still, they keep the offered fee, even if the accelerated transaction were mined by some other miners.

5.4.2 Detecting accelerated transactions. Given the high fees demanded by acceleration services, we anticipate that accelerated transactions would be included in the blockchain with the highest priority, i.e., in the first few blocks mined by the accelerating miner and amongst the first few positions within the block. We would also anticipate that without the acceleration fee, the transaction would not stand a chance of being included in the block based on its publicly offered transaction fee. The above two observations suggest a potential method for detecting accelerated transactions in the Bitcoin blockchain: An accelerated transaction would have a very high signed position prediction error (SPPE), as its predicted position based on its public fee would be towards the bottom of the block it is included in, while its actual position would be towards the very top of the block.

To test the effectiveness of our method, we analyzed all 6381 blocks and 13,395,079 transactions mined by BTC.com mining pool
Table 4: For an SPPE ≥ 99%, we observe that 64.98% of BTC.com transactions were accelerated; the fourth column values are derived by dividing the values in the second with those in the third. The number of accelerated transactions decreases to 18.12% for an SPPE ≥ 90% and to 1.06% for an SPPE ≥ 50.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPPE (≥)</th>
<th># txs</th>
<th># acc. txs</th>
<th>% acc. txs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100%</td>
<td>628</td>
<td>464</td>
<td>73.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99%</td>
<td>1108</td>
<td>720</td>
<td>64.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>90%</td>
<td>5365</td>
<td>972</td>
<td>18.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50%</td>
<td>95,282</td>
<td>1007</td>
<td>1.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1%</td>
<td>657,423</td>
<td>1029</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in data set C. We then extracted all transactions with SPPE greater or equal than 100%, 99%, 90%, 50%, 1% and checked what fraction of such transactions were accelerated. Given a transaction identifier, BTC.com’s acceleration service [12] allows anyone to verify whether the transaction has been accelerated. Our results are shown in Table 4. We find that more than 64% of the 1108 transactions with SPPE greater or equal than 99% were accelerated, while only 1.06% of transactions with SPPE greater or equal than 50% were accelerated. In comparison, we found no accelerated transactions in a random sample of 1000 transactions drawn from the 13,395,079 transactions mined by BTC.com. Our results show that large values of SPPE for confirmed transactions indicate the potential use of transaction acceleration services. In particular, a transaction with SPPE ≥ 99% (i.e., a transaction that is included in the top 1% of the block positions, when it should have been included in the bottom 1% of the block positions based on their public fee-rate) has a high chance of being accelerated.

6 CONCLUDING DISCUSSION

At a high-level, our analysis of transaction ordering in the Bitcoin blockchain offers three important takeaways.

(1) Selfish transaction prioritization: We showed that miners do not fully follow the expected fee-rate based prioritization norms in Bitcoin, especially for transactions where they have a vested (selfish) interest.

(2) Dark-fee transaction prioritization: We demonstrated that not all fees offered by transactions are transparent and public. Miners can accept so-called “dark-fee” payments via side channels to accelerate transactions.

(3) Collusive transaction prioritization: We showed that miners collude on accelerating transactions in which other miners have a vested interest.

While the percentage of transactions that are affected by selfish, non-transparent, and collusive behaviors of miners is relatively small today, if unchecked, the spreading of such misbehaviors portends serious trouble for future blockchain systems. The transaction fees offered by Bitcoin users during periods of congestion crucially relies, for instance, on the assumption that the total fees offered by other transactions are public and transparent. If some transactions offer opaque (or dark) fees, it becomes hard for Bitcoin users wishing to get their transactions confirmed before a deadline to offer the correct fee and have their transaction accepted. Similarly, miners receiving dark fees have a clear, unfair advantage over other miners, as they receive higher fees for mining the same transaction. Worse, the dark fee receiving miners get to keep the additional fee, even when the transaction is mined by other miners. Finally, collusion between mining pools further concentrates the activities of the whole network to the hands of a few large mining pools.

Since the mechanism for prioritizing transactions is similar across most popular cryptocurrencies [20, 61, 67], our methodology to study miners’ adherence can be generalized to other blockchains (e.g., Ethereum).

6.1 The Case for Chain Neutrality

Our findings call for a community-wide debate on defining transaction prioritization norms and enforcing them in a transparent manner. Specifically, we highlight three challenging questions that need to be addressed for the future.

- What are the desired transaction prioritization norms in public proof-of-work blockchains? What aspects of transactions besides fee-rate should miners be allowed to consider when ordering them? For instance, should the waiting time of transactions also be considered to avoid indefinitely delaying some transactions? Should the transaction value (i.e., amount of bitcoins transferred between different accounts) be a factor in ordering, as fee-rate based ordering favors larger value over smaller value transactions? Similarly, while we did not find evidence of miners decelerating or censoring transactions, the current protocols do not disallow such discriminatory behaviors by miners. Should prioritization norms also explicitly disallow discriminating transactions based on certain transaction features like sending or receiving wallet addresses? Such norms would be analogous to network neutrality norms for ISPs that disallow flows from being treated differently based on their source/destination addresses or payload.

- How can we ensure that the distributed miners are adhering to desired and defined norms? Miners in public PoW blockchains operate in a distributed manner, over a P2P network. This model of operation results in different miners potentially having distinct, typically different, views of the state of the system (e.g., set of outstanding transactions). Given these differences, are there mechanisms (say, based on statistical tests [3, 42, 52]) that any third-party observer could use to verify that a miner adheres to the established norm(s)?

- How can we model and analyze the impact of selfish, non-transparent, collusive behaviors of miners? While the above themes align well with a long-term vision of defining and enforcing well-defined ordering norms in blockchains, in the short term one could focus on examining the implications of the norm violations in today’s blockchains. Specifically, how can we characterize the ordering that would result from different miners following different prioritization norms, especially given an estimate of miners’ hashing or mining powers (i.e., their likelihood of mining a block). Such characterization has crucial implications for Bitcoin users.
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we consider only blocks mined from May 2020 (i.e., blocks with a mining reward of 6.25 BTC), the fees account for, on average, 8.90% with an std. of 6.54% in total. Therefore, revenue from transaction fees is increasing [21], and it tends to continue.

### Table 5: Miners’ relative revenue from transaction fees (expressed as a percentage of the total revenue) across all blocks mined from 2016 until the end of 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th># of blocks</th>
<th>mean</th>
<th>std</th>
<th>min</th>
<th>25-perc</th>
<th>median</th>
<th>75-perc</th>
<th>max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>54,851</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>3.84</td>
<td>92.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>55,928</td>
<td>11.77</td>
<td>7.73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6.33</td>
<td>10.49</td>
<td>15.58</td>
<td>86.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>54,498</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>5.85</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.68</td>
<td>46.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>54,232</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>24.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>53,211</td>
<td>6.29</td>
<td>6.34</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.37</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>9.71</td>
<td>39.46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### C TRANSACTION FEE-RATES ACROSS MPOS

Transaction fee-rate of committed transactions in both data sets \(A\) and \(B\) exhibits a wide range, from \(10^{-6}\) to beyond 1 BTC/KB. A comparison of the fee-rates of transactions in \(A\) committed by the top five mining pool operators (in a rank ordering of mining pool operators based on the number of blocks mined), in Figure 10, shows no major differences in fee-rate distributions across the different MPOs. Around 70% of the transactions offer from \(10^{-4}\) to \(10^{-3}\) BTC/KB that is one to two orders of magnitude more than the recommended minimum of \(10^{-5}\) BTC/KB. We hypothesize that users increase the fee-rates offered during high Mempool congestion—they assume that higher the fee-rate implies lower the transaction delay or commit time.

![Figure 9: Mempool size from B as a function of time.](image)

![Figure 10: Distributions of fee-rates for transactions committed by the top-5 mining pools in data set A.](image)
Figure 11: Distributions of transaction-commit delays for transactions in $B$ issued at different congestion levels.

D ON FEE-RATES AND CONGESTION

In Figure 11, we show the fee-rates of transactions observed in 4 different bins or congestion levels in data set $B$. Each bin in the plot corresponds to a specific level of congestion identified by the Mempool size: lower than 1 MB (no congestion), in (1, 2] MB (lowest congestion), in (2, 4] MB, and higher than 4 MB (highest congestion). Fee rates at high congestion levels are strictly higher (in distribution, and hence also on average) than those at low congestion levels. Users, therefore, increase transaction fees to mitigate the delays incurred during congestion.

Figure 12 shows that users’ strategy of increasing fee-rates to combat congestion seems to work well in practice—higher the fee rate, lower the transaction commit delay. Here, we compare the CDF of commit delays of transactions with low (i.e., less than $10^{-4}$ BTC/KB), high (i.e., between $10^{-4}$ and $10^{-3}$ BTC/KB), and exorbitant (i.e., more than $10^{-3}$) fee-rates, in data set $B$. The commit delays for transactions with high fee-rates (i.e., greater than $10^{-3}$ BTC/KB) are significantly smaller than those with low fee-rates (i.e., lesser than $10^{-4}$ BTC/KB).

E CHILD-PAYS-FOR-PARENT TRANSACTIONS

Given any block $B_i$ that contains a set of issued transactions $T = \{t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_n\}$, where each transaction has at least one transaction input identifier $V = \{v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_m\}$, the transaction $t_j \in T$ is said to be a child-pays-for-parent transaction (CPFP-tx) if and only if there exists at least one input $v_k \in V$ that belongs to $T$. In other words, a transaction is a CPFP-tx if and only if it spends from any previous transaction that was also included in the same block $B_i$.

F MINERS’ BEHAVIOR DURING THE SCAM

To examine the miners’ behavior during the Twitter scam attack from July 14th to August 9th, 2020, we selected all blocks mined (3697 in total, containing 8,318,621 issued transactions) during this time period from our data set $C$. If we rank the MPOs responsible for these blocks by the number of blocks ($B$) mined (or, essentially, the approximate hashing capacity $h$), the top five MPOs (refer Figure 13) turn out to be Poolin ($B$: 565; $h$: 15.28%), F2Pool ($B$: 536; $h$: 14.5%), BTC.com ($B$: 424; $h$: 11.47%), AntPool ($B$: 404; $h$: 10.93%), and Huobi ($B$: 353; $h$: 9.55%).

Figure 13: Distribution of blocks mined and transactions confirmed by different MPOs during the Twitter Scam attack from July 14th to August 9th, 2020.

Figure 14: Fee price comparison between the transaction fee and the acceleration services from an snapshot of our Mempool on November 24th, 2020. Acceleration service provided by BTC.com is on average 566.3 times higher (4734.67 of std.) and on median 116.64 times higher than the Bitcoin transaction fees. The minimum is 0.54, the 25-perc is 51.64, and the 75-perc and the maximum are 351.8 and 428,800, respectively.
TRANSACTION-ACCELERATION FEES

In this experiment, we compare the transaction-acceleration fee with the typical transaction fees in Bitcoin. To this end, we retrieved a snapshot containing 26,332 unconfirmed transactions from our node’s Mempool on November 24\textsuperscript{th} 2020 at 10:08:41 UTC. Then, for each transaction, we searched its respective transaction accelerator price (or acceleration fee) via the acceleration service provided by BTC.com\cite{12}. We inferred the acceleration fees for 23,341 (88.64\%) out of the 26,332 unconfirmed transactions. Figure 14 shows the CDF of both the Bitcoin transaction fees as well as the acceleration fees provided by BTC.com. Acceleration fee is on average 566.3 times higher (4734.67 of std.) and on median 116.64 times higher than the Bitcoin transaction fees. At the time of this experiment, 1 BTC was worth 18,875.10 USD.